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Q 1 : Multiple Choice Questions:

(1) --------is a physical quantity which

function

of one or more independent variables.

(i) Signal

(ii) System

(iii) Both (a) and (b)

(iv) None of the above.
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contains some information and which is

(2) Digital signals are --------------:-time signals.
(i) Discrete
(ii) Continuous
(iii) Discrete and continuous
(iv) None of the above

(3) A signal is called as a -----------------if its average normalized power is non-zero and finite.
(i) Power signal
(ii) Energy signal
(iii) Periodic signal
(iv) Random

(a) The resonant frequency for an LC tunes circuit is given by

(t) f :-+zn'[rc

(u)f- 1

qnllTe

(i.ii.) f - 2

ar,lLC

(iv) None of the above

(5) lf two attenuators are connected in cascade then total attenuation is given as

(i) Subtraction of individual attenuator
(ii) Addition of individual attenuator
(iii) Product of individual attenuator
(iv) Logarithmic of individual attenuators

(6) The fourier series for f(x) in the interval a < x < a +Ztt is given by
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(t) f(x) =+.F_r,cos,n *Zu,sinnx

(ii)f (x)= ao*io, 
"o, 

**it,sinnr

(iii) f (x) = ? *l a, sin * *lb, cos lN
I ,=, n=o

(iv) None of the above

(7) Odd function is symmetrical about

(i) X-axis

(ii) Y- axis

(iii) origin
(iv) Z-axis

(8) The Laplace transform of e'tsinbt
(i) 1/(s-a)2 +b2

(ii) b/(s-a)2 +b2

(iii) a/(s-a)2 +b2

(iv) abl(s-a\z +b2

(9)The Laplace transform of e'ttn is given by

(i) -!
s'z+l

(ii) n!
(^s - a)'*'

(iii) f(n + l)
s'|'+'

(iv) None of the above
(10) Laplace transfori'n of cosat

{i) sf s2+a2

(ii) sfsz-a2

(iii) af s2+a2

{iv) asf s2+a2

Q2: Fill in the blanks.

1. The example of even signal is

2. ln case of Hartley oscillator,
3. Cos n lT= -------------.

tapped

{04}

4. The The Laplace transform of e't
Q2: True or false.

1. A C.T. signal is also called digital signal

rpJ

is used.
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2, The unit for attenuation is Decibels.
3. A function f{x) is even if f(-x)=f(xy.
4. The numericalvalue of lll2is Ji .

Q.3 Answer any ten qirestions briefly..

1. Define a signal.
2. Define Power signal and Energy signal.
3. Draw diagram showing different'characteristics of a pulse.
4. What are the important blocks of signal generator? Give function of any one block?
5. What is function of pAD in piston type attenuator?
6. Define Attenuator.
7. Give expressions for ao, an and bn.

8. Find as for the function f(x) = x+xz in the fourier series for the interval - n < x< r.
9. Differentiate even and odd functions.
10. Find Laplace transform of (Sin t- Cos t)2.

1L. Find Laplace transform of L+ 2$ * J

i
1-2. Find Laplace transform of cos(at+b)

Q.4 Long Answer question. (Answer any 4 out of g)

1. Show classification of signals and describe in detail any three types of signals.
2. Explain in detail pulse characteristics and terminology with neat diagram.
3. Derive an expression for resistors R1, R2 and R3 in Pi attenuator if the decibel

attenuation is L0 log N.
4. Explain in detail working of function generator.
5. Find the fourier series expansion of f(x) = e-u* in the interval - n < x < n.
6. Find the fourierseries expansion of f(x) = e-x in the interval 0< x < 2n
7. Find Laplace transform of (i) e-3t Sin 5t Sin 3t (ii)t2 Sin at
8. Find Laplace transform of (i)t e2,Sin3t (rr) ry!:
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